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Introduction

Overview of NY HEAT

New York State is currently considering the NY HEAT Act
(S2016/A4592), an ambitious piece of legislation that would
pave the way for the state’s buildings to transition from fossil-
fueled to electric heating, with broad implications for energy
affordability.

NY HEAT eliminates subsidies for new gas hookups (the so-called
“100-foot rule”), which would halt the growth of New York’s nat-
ural gas distribution network.

By removing the “obligation to serve”, a regulation that requires
utilities to offer natural gas to any customer who requests it, the
bill also enables the network to be decommissioned in favor of
neighborhood-scale electrification.

Savings fromeliminating gas subsidies could be redirected to elec-
trification efforts. And the savings could be significant: in National
Grid’s territory, hooking a single customer into the gas system can
range from$5,350 to $14,420,1 which represents 26% to 72%of the 1 See National Grid’s connection costs

report [3]average cost of a new heat pump.

NY HEAT's 6% affordability provision

But theNYHEATAct also aims to address NewYork’s energy afford-
ability crisis more directly: the bill creates a goal for the state to
ensure no household paysmore than 6% of their annual income
on gas and electric bills.2 2 See §5 of the NY HEAT Act [4].

This report fromtheNYRenewscoalition, compiledbyWinClimate,
focuses specifically on NY HEAT’s 6% affordability provision, eval-
uating how it would impact energy burdens across the state.
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Context

What is an energy burden?

A household’s energy burden refers to the percentage of annual
income spent on energy bills. For instance, if a family makes $30K
and spends $3K a year on gas and electricity, they have an energy
burden of 10%.

Households with energy burdens above 6% are considered highly
burdened.

Why is 6% the threshold of energy affordability? It is based on
the standard definition of housing affordability: to avoid financial
strain, households should spend no more than 30% of their
income on housing. Low and moderate-income households,
meanwhile, typically spend around 20% of their housing costs on
energy. Putting these facts together suggests 6% is an affordable
level.3 3 Since 30% x 20% = 6%. For more back-

ground, see page 2 of NYSERDA [5].
Sixpercent is the standardadoptedbyenergy researchers andgov-
ernments, including the State of New York, and for good reason:
highly burdened households aremore likely to stay stuck in cycles
of poverty4, and are often forced to choose between energy and 4 After controlling for common pre-

dictors of poverty, Bohr and McCreery
[1] found that energy-burdened house-
holds were nearly twice as likely to re-
main in poverty for longer than non-
burdened households.

other necessities: one in five U.S. households reported reducing or
forgoing food or medicine to pay an energy bill.5

5 According to the 2015 Residential En-
ergy Consumption Survey [2].

Whowould benefit from NY HEAT?

If fully implemented, NY HEAT would benefit any household that
pays more than 6% of their income on electricity or natural gas
bills, whether they own and live in a single-family home, rent an
apartment in a multifamily building, or anything in between.

Inmultifamily rental buildings, gas andelectric bills are sometimes
paid by landlords, not tenants. Our analysis assumes landlords
would pass on any bill savings resulting from NY HEAT to tenants
in the form of reduced rent.
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Executive Summary

Howmany residents have high energy burdens?

1 in 4 New York residents have a high energy burden: they pay
more than 6% of their annual income on electricity, natural gas,
and delivered fossil fuels.

Howmuchmoney would residents save?

If NY HEAT were enacted, the 25% of New York residents who have
high energy burdens would cut their bills by over 44%, saving an
average of $136 amonth.
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Findings

How do high energy burdens vary across New York?

Different areas of New York have a higher share of highly burdened
households than others.

Figure 1: Percent of households with
high energy burdens, per county

Twenty-twopercent of households in the Capital District are highly
burdened, the lowest share in the state.

On the other end of the spectrum, nearly a third of households in
the North Country face high energy burdens.
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Figure 2: Percent of households with
high energy burdens, per NYC borough

At thirty-four percent, nine points higher than the statewide aver-
age, the Bronx has the highest high-burden share in New York City,
and one of the highest of any county in the state.

By contrast, Manhattan has the lowest high-burden share
statewide.
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Howwould bill savings fromNY HEAT vary across
New York?

Energybill savings resulting from fully implementingNYHEAT’s 6%
affordability provision vary somewhat by location:

Figure 3: Average bill savings under NY
HEAT, per county

Bill savings would be generally similar across the state ($120-140
per month), with higher amounts saved in the Hudson Valley and
Long Island.

This is due to the higher utility bills in those areas, which are
20-30% higher than the state average for highly burdened
households.
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Figure 4: Average bill savings under NY
HEAT, per NYC borough

In New York City, Queens and Staten Island would enjoy some of
the highest savings in the state ($156 and $159 a month, respec-
tively).

Manhattan would see the lowest savings, at around $100 a
month.

Highly-burdened residents of the Bronx and Brooklyn would save
an average of $135 and $139 every month.
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Energy burdens and savings in detail

The following table contains a complete breakdown of our find-
ings, for every county and region in the state.
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Who benefits from bill savings?

The 25% of New Yorkers who pay more than 6% of their income
on energy bills (the red area of the chart below), have a very wide
range of energy burdens:

Figure 5: Distribution of household en-
ergy burdens in New York State, before
NY HEAT

While most highly burdened households spend between 6% and
10% of their income, the lowest income households can pay up-
wards of 20% or beyond.
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NY HEAT’s 6% affordability provision would push the vast majority
of these highly burdened households to 6%:

Figure 6: Distribution of household en-
ergy burdens in New York State, under
NY HEAT

The red zone wouldn’t be entirely eliminated, however.

Not all households end up at or below 6% energy burden because
the bill would likely reduce only gas and electric bills, not delivered
fuel payments.
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Savings by building type

What kinds of buildings do these beneficiaries live in?

Figure 7: Number of utility-burdened
households who would benefit from NY
HEAT, by building type

The split is almost exactly even between households in single-
family homes and households in apartments.

“Other” here is mostly mobile homes, though it includes a several
less common building styles as well.
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Here’s a breakdown the income and savings of each group:

The median income of highly-burdened households living in
single-family homes is $30K, and only 16% are renters.

On the other end, 91% of highly-burdened households living
in high-rise multifamily buildings are renters, and their median
income is $12,500. This means the majority of these households
are living under the poverty line.

No matter the building type, highly-burdened households would
see their energy bills approximately cut in half.

Because single-family home residents have more expensive
monthly bills, however, their would savemore than twice asmany
dollars a month as high-rise multifamily residents, on average.
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Savings by heating fuel

Wecan also see the same information by fuel type instead of build-
ing type.

Figure 8: Number of utility-burdened
households who would benefit from NY
HEAT, by primary heating fuel

And in more detail:

62% of households who would benefit from NY HEAT heat their
homes with natural gas, compared with 58% for all households.

The discrepancy is explained by the fact that NY HEAT doesn’t ap-
ply to delivered fuels.
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Savings by ownership status

Householdswhich both rent and ownwould benefit fromNYHEAT.
How does the impact compare?

Figure 9: Percent of household who rent
vs. own that are energy burdened, New
York State

While thehighly-burdenedshare is similar forhouseholds thatown
vs. rent their homes, highly-burdened owners have much higher
bills than renters:

While owners would save more dollars per month ($159 vs. $120),
renters would save a higher percentage of their bill (42%
vs. 54%).
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Savings by income level

Lastly, we can look at differences by income level. We use the
income ranges below, defined in terms of Area Median Income
(AMI).6 6 AMI is the median income for house-

holds of the same size in the same
county.

Figure 10: Number of utility-burdened
households who would benefit from NY
HEAT, by income level

Ninety-two percent of the households who would see bill reduc-
tions from NY HEAT are low or moderate-income.7 7 Following NYSERDA, we define house-

holds with income at or below 80% of
AMI as low-and-moderate income (LMI),
80-150% of AMI asmedium-income, and
150%+ as high-income.

They would have their bills cuts by 53% on average, while the very
small number ofmediumandhigh incomebeneficiarieswould see
reductions of 29% and 22%, respectively.
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Appendix

Data &Methods

To understand how much New York State residents are spending
on energy, we turned to the American Community Survey (ACS) 8, 8 Specifically, these variables from the

2022 PUMS dataset [6]the flagship yearly survey from the US Census.

• Energy burdens: For a representative sample of house-
holds in New York, we calculated their yearly energy bill
costs (combining electricity, natural gas, heating oil and
propane), and calculated which households spent more
than 6% of their annual income. To ensure we’re comparing
apples-to-apples, we excluded any households whose bills
are included in their rent, and any with missing income or
utility data.

• Savings under NY HEAT: We identified households that
spent more than 6% of their income on electricity and nat-
ural gas. For homes heated by delivered fuels, we selected
households that spent more than 6% of their income on
electricity alone. We then calculated the savings that would
result if the bills of these two populations shrunk to 6%.
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Assumptions

Our analysis rests on the following assumptions:

• Self-reported energy bills: our data on energy bill
costs comes the American Comunity Survey, where it is
self-reported by households. We assume that this data
accurately reflects—on average—what households are
paying for electricity, natural gas, and delivered fuels in New
York State.

• Low-income energy affordability programs: we assume
that these self-reported energy bills reflect any bill reduc-
tions households are already receiving by being enrolled
in low-income energy affordability programs such as the
federal Heating Energy Assistance Program (HEAP) and
the state Energy Affordability Program (EAP). Under this
assumption, our analysis estimates the number of house-
holds that are still energy burdened after factoring in these
payments.

• Delivered fuels: NY HEAT’s 6% affordability provision does
not apply todelivered fuels like heatingoil or propane. While
we factor fuel delivery payments in our energy burden cal-
culation, we do not factor them in to our savings calcula-
tion: in our model, households receive no assistance with
delivered fuel bills. Further, in order to receive assistance on
their electric bills, households on delivered fuels must pay
more than 6% of their income on electricity alone.

– This is why our results suggest that NY HEAT would not
completely eliminate energy burdened households in
New York State.

– We believe this assumption reflects how the NY Public
Service Commission (PSC) would likely implement NY
HEAT.
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